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This paper contains a number of observations on the semisimplicity problem 
for group rings which are motivated by recent work of A. E. Zalesskii. We start 
by defining a new radical for rings and then we describe it precisely and study 
its properties in the special case of group rings. After this we show that at 
least in the case of solvable, linear or locally finite groups this new radical for 
K[G’J does in fact coincide with the Jacobson radical. In this way we obtain 
information on the structure of jK[GJ. 
In all honesty, many of the ideas here are due to A. E. Zalesskii and it is 
a pleasure for me to acknowledge my debt to him. 
The notation here will be that of references [2] and [3]. 
I. CHARACTERIZATIOK OF :V*K[Gj 
Let R be a ring with 1. We define 
N*R = {a E R 1 0rS is nilpotent for all finitely generated 
subrings S C R}. 
We observe that if R is an algebra over a field K than clearly 
N*R = {a E R 1 aS is nilpotent for all finitely generated 
subalgebras S C R}. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. N*R is a characteristic nil ideal of R and zce have 
JR 2 N*R 2 NR. 
* Rescarch supported in part by NSF contract Number GP-32813X. 
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Proof. Let 01, /3 E N*R and y E R. If S is a finitely generated subring 
of R then setting T = (S, OL, fi, y) we have ET and PT both nilpotent. 
Since CC, j3 E T this implies easily that ( 01$ /3)T is also nilpotent and since 
y E T we have OQJT and yaT both nilpotent. Finally T > S and S is arbitrary 
so this yields 01-t. /3, q, ya E N*R. Thus N*R is an ideal of R which is 
clearly characteristic. 
If a: E N*R then ~(1) is nilpotent so 01 is nilpotent. Therefore N*R is a 
nil ideal so certainly JR I N*R I NR. 
We now list a few basic properties. For later applications it suffices to 
restrict our attention to algebras. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let R and R, be K-algebras with I. 
(i) If R is jnitely generated as an algebra thm N*R = NR. 
(ii) If R, is a subalgebra of R then 
(N”R) A R, C N”R,, . 
(iii) N*(R ox R,) 1 N*R OK R, + R OK N*R, = I. 
Moreoc,er I is the kernel of the natural homomorphism 
R OK R, + (R/N*R) &(R,/N*R,). 
Proof. (i) and ( ii ) are obvious. We consider (iii). Let 01 E N*R and fi E R, . 
If S is a finitely generated subalgebra of R @ R, then certainly S C T @ R. 
for some finitely generated subalgebra T C R. Since CC is nilpotent it follows 
easily that (a @ /3) (T @ R,) is also nilpotent so 01 @ p E N”(R @ 4). We 
have therefore shown that N*(R @ R,) 2 N*R @ A, and by symmetry we 
have N*(R @ R,) > I. Finally the fact that I is the kernel of the above 
homomorphism is a well known property of tensor products of algebras and 
is easily verified by considering appropriate bases for R and R, . 
We now consider hr*K[G]. If G is a group we define 
and 
A(G) = {x E G 1 [G : C(x)] =: 1.f.: 
A+(G) = {x E G 1 [G : C(x)] = l.f. and x has finite order}. 
LEMMA 1.3. A(G) and A+(G) are characteristic subgrmps of G. Furthermore 
A+(G) is locally $nite and A(G)/A+(G) is torsion free abelian. 
Boof. Let x, y E A(G). Then @(xy-l) SC(x) n C(y) so [G : cC(~y--~)] = 
l.f. and xy--r E A(G). Thus A(G) is a subgroup of G and it is clearly charac- 
teristic. Kow let x1 , x2 ,..., x, E (I-+(G) and let H = (xi , x2 ,..., x,} so that 
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I-i is a finitely generated subgroup of A(G). Then for each i, [H : @r,(xJ] < oc 
so H has a center of finite index. By Lemma 2.2 of [2] H’ is finite and since H 
is generated by finitely many elements of finite order we see that H is finite. 
This then implies that k(G) is a locally finite subgroup of G. Finally if 
x, y  E A(G) then as above (x, y)’ is finite so (x, y) = x-ry-lxy E A+(G). Thus 
A(G)/A-(G) is abelian and this quotient is clearly also torsion free. 
If  H is a finitely generated subgroup of G then K[H] is a finitely generated 
subalgebra of K[G]. Conversely if S is a finitely generated subalgebra of 
K[C;I then SC K[H] for some suitable finitely generated subgroup H. 
Therefore we have immediately 
LEMMA 1.4. Let 01 E K[G]. Then 01 E N*K[q ;f and only if 01 E NK[H] 
for alljnitely generated subgroups H of G with H 1 Supp 0~. 
LEMMA 1.5. Let W CI G with WC cl+(G). Then 
JK[wj * K[C;I c N*K[q. 
Proof. Since N*K[G] is an ideal, it suffices to show that JK[lYJ CN*K[G]. 
Let OL E JK[W] and let H be a finitely generated subgroup of G with 
H 3 Supp LY. If  we set HO = H n W then since H is finitely generated and 
WC A+(G) we have clearly H,, 4 H and HO C A-(H). Now (Y E JK[Wj n 
K[Hs] so by Lemma 16.9 of [2] LY. E ]K[H,,] and hence by Lemma 19.4 of [2] 
we have 01 E :VK[H]. Since this is true for all such H, the preceding lemma 
implies that CY. E N*K[GJ. This completes the proof. 
We can now obtain our characterization of N*K[q. 
THEOREM 1.6. Let K[q be the group ring of G over K. Then 
N*K[G-J = ]K[A+(G)] . K[GJ. 
Proof. By Lemma 1.5 with W = A+(G) we have 
JK[A+(G)] . K[G-j C N*K[G]. 
Xow let (Y E N*K[Gj and write LY. =:: C aigi with LY( E K[A+(G)] and with 
the gi in distinct cosets of A+(G) in G. We wish to show that for each i, 
oi E ]K[A+(G)]. Let us observe that oLg;l E N*K[C;I and 0~~ = &(cyg;‘) where 
X+ : K[Gj -* K[A+(G)] is the natural projection. Thus it suffices to prove 
that OL E N*K[q implies that r+(a) E ]K[d+(G)]. Furthermore since 
m+(N*K[q) is an ideal in K[A+(G)] it suffices to show that for each such 
01, r-r(~) is nilpotent. 
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Let IY E N*K[Gj and write 01 = pi + /3a 4 flR where 
Supp & 2 A’(G) 
Supp p2 C A(G) - A+(G) 
Supp fi3 C G - A(G). 
sow if x E Supp ,& then by definition there exists a finitely generated sub- 
group CT, of G with [U, : CUJx)] -: cf3. Thus if U = (U, : x E Supp /3,) 
then clearly U is finitely generated and [I; : C”(x)] = co for all .2: E Supp /3s . 
Let If bc the finitely generated group II = (c’, Supp a). Then by Lemma 
1.2 (i) (ii) 
(Y E N”K[Gj n K[I-l] C N*K[H] = XK[I-I]. 
By definition and the fact that H 2 U we have clearly 
supp /3* C O-i-(U) 
Since 
supp /3;! c d(H) - A : (II) 
supp 19s cl H - d(H). 
ci E Nqf] -.= NK[4 ‘(If)] . K[ffj 
by Theorem 20.2 of [2] it then follows that 
Tr’(cf) = p1 E NK[4-~-(H)]. 
Thus ~1 (a) is nilpotent and the result follows. 
In this way the structure of N*K[G] f or an arbitrary group G is seen to 
depend on the structure of JK[A+(G)] for the locally finite group A+(G). We 
remark that if G is locally finite then G : A+(G) and therefore in general 
A-(G) can be any locally finite group. 
II. RADICAL-LIKE PROPERTIES 
The following lemma shows that A+(G) exhibits certain “radical-like” 
behavior. While it is quite easy to prove, it comes as somewhat of a surprise 
since the analogous result for A-(G) is false. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let H 4 G with II C A+(G). Then 
A(G,/H) : : A(G)/H 
and 
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PYOO~. Define WC G by A(G/IZ) = W/H. Then clearly W 4 G and 
W 1 A(G). We show that WC A(G). Let ZL! E IV and let S be a finitely 
generated subgroup of G. Since the image of w in G/H is contained in 
A(G/EZ) it follows that there exists a subgroup T of S with [S : T] < co 
and such that T centralizes w modulo H. Now S is finitely generated and 
[S : T] < cc so T is finitely generated. Say T .= (gl , g, ,...,gJ. 
For each i there exists hi E H with wQi = whi . Xow (T, w> is finitely 
generated and H C A-. (G) so each hi is contained in d k(( T, w>) and therefore 
U = (h, , h, ,..., h,)‘=,“’ is a finite normal subgroup of (T, w). By 
definition of the elements hi, each gi centralizes w modulo U and hence 
since T =: (gi , g, ,..., gt) we see that T normalizes the finite coset wU. This 
clearly yields [T : @r(w)] < cc so [S : Cs(z)] < CO and since this is true for 
all such S, w E A(G). 
We have therefore shown that A(G/H) = A(G)/H. Since H is torsion 
and since A+-(G) is the torsion subgroup of A(G) it then follows immediately 
that A+(G/H) = Ai-(G)/H. 
I f  K is a field of characteristic 0 then K[G] has no nil ideals. Thus in the 
following we will assume that p is a fixed prime and K will always be a field 
of characteristic p. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let char K = p and let P be a normal p-subgroup of G 
with PC A+(G). If e = G/P and I = JK[P] . K[Gj then 
(i) A+-(G) = A+(G)/P 
(ii) 0,(/1+(G)) = O,(A+(G)/P) 
(iii) K[G]/I I= K[GJ 
(iv) JK[q/I = JK[q 
(v) N*K[G-JI = N*K[e]. 
Proof. (i) and (ii) follow immediately from Lemma 2.1. Now P CA+(G) 
so, by Lemma 1.3, P is a locally finite p-group. It then follows that JK[P] 
is the augmentation ideal of K[P] and hence I = ]K[P] . K[Gj is the kernel 
of the natural homomorphism K[C;I + K[G,‘P]. This yields (iii). Now by 
Lemma 1.5 I C N*K[C;I C ]K[c;I so by properties of the Jacobson radical 
and (iv) is proved. 
Finally WC consider (v). By (iv) applied to the group A-‘-(G) and by (i) 
we have 
JK[A-‘-(G)]/(JK[P] . K[A+(G)J) = ]K[A+(G)/P] = JK[A+(c)]. 
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Thus clearly 
]K[b(G)] - K[G]!‘I = ]K[A+(G)] . K[G}. 
The result now follows from Theorem 1.6. 
This theorem has a number of corollaries but first there is one of a general 
nature which we state as 
Remark 2.3. If  G is a finitely generated group then by definition 
/I+(G) = .4+-(G) and N*K[G] I- NK[G$ Therefore most theorems about 
N*K[q and /I+(G) t ranslate in the case of finitely generated groups to 
corresponding results on NK[G] and d-i-(G). 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let P be a normal p-subgroup of G with P _C A+(G) 
and let G = G/P. Then JK[G] = N*K[Gj if and only if ]K[e] = N”K’[C]. 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 2.2 (iv) (v). 
The next theorem shows that N*K[G] exhibits “radical-like” behavior. It 
is a consequence of a result of Dyment and Zalcsskii in [l] which states that if 
O&l(G)) = (1) then N(K[G]/NK[GJ) = 0. An alternate proof will be given 
at the end of this paper. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let K[Gj be the group ring of G oziu K. Then 
N*(K[G]/N*K[G]) = 0. 
Proof. We first assume that G is finitely generated and let P = 0&l+(G)) 
and G = G/P. Then by Theorem 2.2.(ii) (iii) (v) and Remark 2.3 we have 
0,(07(G)) = (1) and 
K[G]/NK[G-j = K[q/‘NK[q. 
Since the main result of [l] as stated above yields N(fl~JjNK[~) = 0 we 
therefore have N(K[q/NK[G]) = 0 for G finitely generated. 
Now let G be an arbitrary group and let 01 E K[G] be the preimage of 
an element in N*(K[G]/N*K[Gl). I f  H is a finitely generated subgroup of 
G with HZ Supp 01 then the image of K[Hj in K[G]iN*K[Gj is a finitely 
generated subalgebra so there exists an integer n with 
(aK[H])” _C N*K[q n K[H]. 
Now by Lemma 1.2 (ii) 
N*K[C;? n K[H] C N*K[H] = NK[H] 
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so (aK[HJ)” C NK[H]. Th us since H is finitely generated we conclude from 
the above that 01 E iVK[II] and since this holds for all such H we have 
01 E N*K[G] by Lemma 1.4. The result follows. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let H cl G with [G : H] = n < oz. Then 
(N”K[G])” Z N*K[H] . K[G-j C N*K[C;I. 
Proof. Since H 4 G and [G : H] < co it is clear that W = A+(H) <3 G 
and WC k(G). Thus by Lemma 1.5 and Theorem 1.6 
N*K[H] = JK[WJ . K[H] C N*K[G]. 
In the other direction, if U I= H n A+(G) then clearly U 4 G, U _C A+(H) 
and [A+(G) : U] < n. Thus by Theorem 16.6 of [2] 
JK[A+(G)]” C JK[ U] . K[A+(G)] 
and therefore by Theorem 1.6 
N*K[G]” _C JK[UJ . K[G]. 
Finally since U d H and UC k’-(H) we have JK[U] C N*K[K] by Lemma 
1.5 and the result follows. 
COROLI.ARY 2.7. Let [G : H] < 00. Then JK[G] = N*K[G] if and only if 
JK[H] = N*K[II]. 
Proof. Suppose first that N d G. If  JK[Gj = N*K[Gj then by Theorem 
16.6 of [2] 
JK[H] C JK[G] = N*K[Gj 
so by Lemma 1.2 (ii) 
JK[H] C N*K[G] n K[H] C N*K[H]. 
Conversely let JK[H] .= N*K[U]. I f  [G : Hj = n then by Theorem 16.6 
of [2] and by Lemma 2.6 above 
JK[Gj” _C JK[H] . K[Gj = N*K[K] . K[G-j C N*K[G]. 
Since Theorem 2.5 implies that N*(K[Gj/N*K[Gj) = 0 we conclude that 
JK[GJ C N*K[G]. 
Finally let H be arbitrary and let H,, be the core of H. Then HO u G, 
HO 4 H, [G : II,,] < co and hence by the above JK[H,,] = N*K[H,,] is 
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equivalent to both JK[GJ = N*K[G] and JK[H] = N*K[H]. The result 
clearly follows. 
III. FIELD ~ZXTEXSIOKS AND DIRECT PRODUCTS 
Since N*K[q depends on the radical of a certain locally finite subgroup 
of G it is not surprising that it behaves properly under field extensions and 
group direct products. In this section K, will always denote GF(p), the prime 
subfield of K. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let R be a semisimple algebra over K, and let G be a j&&e 
group. Then 
and this ideal is nilpotent. 
Proof. Since G is finite, JK,,[Gj is nilpotent so R @ JKa[Gj is a nilpotent 
ideal of R @ K,,[Gj. It therefore suffices to show that 
is semisimple. IL’ow K,,[G]/JK,[Gj is a finite direct sum of full matrix rings 
over finite division algebras which are therefore fields. If F, is one such 
direct summand then R @ (K,[C;I/JK,[G]) contains the corresponding 
summand 
Since F/K, is separable it therefore follows from Theorems 16.13 and 16.4 
of [2] that (R OF), is semisimple. This clearly yields the result. 
We now generalize this to 
LEMMA 3.2. Let R be a semisimple algebra over K, and let G be a locally 
finite group. Then 
Proof. Let CL E JK,[Gj and let /3 E R @ K,,[G]. Since G is locally finite 
there exists a finite subgroup H of G with 01 E K,[H] and ,8 E R @ KJH]. 
Now Lemma 16.9 of [2] yields 
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so c+I E R @ JK,[H] and by the preceding lemma C+ is nilpotent. Thus 
a(R @ K,[GJ) is a nil right ideal and (Y E J(R @ K,[Gj). WC have therefore 
shown that 
We consider the reverse inclusion. Let 
with (Y~ E K,[G] and with the yi E R linearly independent over K,, . Let 
H be any finite subgroup of G with H 2 Supp 0~~ for all i. Then it follows 
easily from Lemma 16.5 of [2] that 
Thus Lemma 3.1 yields 0~~ E ]K,[H] f or all i and since this is true for all such 
II we have ai E J&[Gj by Lemma 17.6 of [2]. Hence cx E R @ JK,,[G’j and 
the result follows. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let F be a $eld extension of K. If G is a locally finite group 
we have 
JF[G] = F . JK[G-j. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2 with R r-: K we have 
JK[q = JW C3 Kdc;1) = K 0 JKo[c;l 
and similarly 
P[q = J(F 0 &F’l) = F 0 JK,Fl. 
Thus clearly 
JF[G] =: F OK JK[G]. 
Since A+(G) is locally finite Theorem 1.6 yields immediately 
THEOREM 3.4. Let F be a$eld extension of K. Then 
N*F[G-j := I*’ . N”K[GJ 
LEMMA 3.5. Let G, and G2 be locally finite groups. Then 
./WA x Gl = IKF,I . WGI + K[GI . JK[GI. 
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Proof. We first assume that K = K,, . Since Gr , Gs and Gr x G, are 
locally finite we know that the Jacobson radicals and .A!* radicals are identical. 
Thus by Lemma 1.2 (iii) 
Now R .= K,[G,]/JK,[G,] is a semisimple &algebra so we conclude from 
Lemma 3.2 that 
is also semisimple and the K =.: K,, case is proved. 
In general we observe fromLemma3.3 that JK[G, x G,] 1 K. JK,[G, x G,] 
and similarly for JK[G,] and JK[G,]. Tkus the K, case yields the resuh. 
Finally we prove 
THEOREM 3.6. Let Gl and G, be two arbitrary groups. Then 
N*K[G, x G2] = N”K[G,] . K[GJ + K[G,] . N”K[GJ. 
Proof. Clearly A+(G, x G,) = .&(G,) x &(G,). Thus the result 
follows from Theorem 1.6 and Lemma 3.5. 
IV. SOLVABLE GROUPS AND LINEAR GROUPS 
If G is locally finite then certainly G = A i(G) and jK[G] I= N*K[G’J. 
In this section we consider two other families of groups with the latter 
property. 
LEM;MA 4.1. Suppose that for all jinitely generated subgroups H of G 
we have JK[H] = NK[El]. Then JK[G] =- N*K[G]. 
Proof. Let CL E JK[Gj and let H be a finitely generated subgroup of G 
with H 1 Supp a. Then by Lemma 16.9 of [2] and by assumption 
Lemma 1.4 now yields the result. 
The following theorem due to Zalcsskii is the main rest& of 14-j. We state 
it for the sake of completeness. 
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THEOREM 4.2. Let K be a field of charactektk p > 0 and let G be a 
solvable group. If  G : - G/0,(/1-(G)) then 
JK[G] : N*K[q - ]K[3(Ll+(G))] . K[GJ. 
Hence JK[Gj .-= N*K[G]. 
Iiow we let G be an L-linear group, that is a subgroup of the multiplicative 
group of nonsingular 71 x 71 matrices over the field L for some integer n. 
Since char K =: p there are really three problems of interest here, namely 
char L - p, char L 7 0, and char L = q, y  # p. We start by studying the 
characteristic p case. 
LEMMA 4.3. If G is an L-linear group then the following are also L-linear 
groups. 
(i) G/@( CY) zvlrere U 4 G. 
(ii) G/A(G). 
(iii) G/O,(G) if char L == p. 
(iv) G/0,(&(G)) if char I, = p. 
PYOO~. (i) is clear since G,/@(U) acts faithfully by conjugation on the 
L-linear span of U. We consider (ii). Let L’ = @(A(G)) so that U 4 G. 
Sow U is also the centralizer of a finite basis in A(G) for the L-linear span 
of A(G) so it follows easily that G/U is locally finite. Certainly A(G) C C(U). 
Furthermore if x E C(U) then C(x) > lY so since G/U is locally finite we have 
[G : C(x)] = 1 .b Thus C(U) = A(G) and GiA(G) is an L-linear group by (i). 
Finally (iii) follows from Lemma 1.1 (ii) of [3] and since 0,(A-(G)) : 
A(G) n O,(G) (iv) follows immediately from (ii) and (iii). 
We remark that the analogous result also holds for G/d(G) and 
G,/O,(Ll+(G)) but this will not be needed here. 
THEOIIIN 4.4. Let K be a jeld of characteristic p > 0 and let G be an 
L-linear group with char L --.- p. I f  e -: G/O.(A+(G)) then jK[c] is niZpotent. 
Hence ]K[GJ = N*K[G]. 
Proof. By Lemma 4.3 (iv) and Theorem 2.2 (ii) G is an L-linear group 
with Q&l l(G)) :- (1). Therefore it suffices to assume that G is an L-linear 
group with 0,(/1+(G)) (1) and to show that JK[G] is nilpotent. The 
result will then follow from Corollary 2.4. 
Since d(G) CA(G) we have O,(d(G)) = (1) and hence Lemma 1.2 (ii) 
of [3] implies that da(G) is finite. Set 0’ := C(D(G)). Then ~7 is certainly 
anI)-linear group and [G : U] < w. Since [G : L,] < w and U <I G we have 
d*‘(U) C An(G) n @(An(G)) = ZpP(G)) 
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so clearly D(U) C O,(d(G)) .= (1). Moreover we have A+(U) Q A’(G) so 
o,(fl+( U)) == < 1). 
Xow [G : U] < co so by Lemma 16.8 of [2] it suffices to show that 
]K[U] = 0. supp ose by way of contradiction that JY[U] --f 0. Then by the 
main result of [3] the group W -1 Z(U) n A(U) contains an element of order 
p. Recall that by Lemma 1.3 of [3], Z(U) contains P == d(O,(U)) as a 
subgroup of finite index. Since P u U and O,(A( U)) 1.. (1) we have 
P n A(V) ~7 (I) and thus / W 1 < cc since [A?(U) : P] < co. Then W is a 
finite normal subgroup of U containing an element of order p and hence 
ap( U) # (I), a contradiction and the theorem is proved. 
We now consider the remaining linear groups. The following two results 
are fairly well-known but we include them for the sake of completeness. 
LEMMA 4.5. Let G be a j%aitely generated subgroup of I?, the ring of n x n 
matrices over R, a commutative noetherian domain. Let M be a maximal ideal 
in R with R/M a jinite $eld of characteristic q > 0. Then G has a subgroup 
G(q) of jkite index which is residually a finite q-group. 
Proof. For each i 3 1 set Gi equal to the set of g E G with 1 - g E (Mi)n . 
Since (AP), : -= (&I$ is an ideal in R, it follows that Gi is a normal subgroup 
of G and also (Gi , Gj) C G,+j . Moreover since q E M we see that GJGi,, 
is a q-group. Thus GI/Gj is a q-group for all i and in fact a nilpotent q-group. 
Xow G/G, L (R/M), so by assumption [G : Gr] < CO. Then Gr is also 
finitely generated so Gr/Gi is a finite q-group. Finally since R is a commutative 
noctherian domain, the Krull intersection theorem yields n Mi = 0. Thus 
n Gi = (1) and GI is residually a finite q-group. 
??ROPOSITIO3T 4.6. Let G be a jinitely generated linear group over a $eld L. 
If char I, = q > 0 then G has a subgroup G(q) ofjnite index which is residually 
a Jinite q-group. If char L = 0 then for all but jkitely many primes q, G has a 
subgroup G(q) of $nite index which is residually a finite q-group. 
Proof. Let L, be the prime subfield of L. Since G is finitely generated 
it is clear that we may take L to be finitely generated over L, . I f  & , [a ,..., 5, 
is a transcendence base for L/L, then L, = L,([, , c2 ,..., &.) is purely 
transcendental over L, and (L :I,,) < cg. Since I, can be viewed as being 
contained in a finite matrix ring over II, we see that G is a linear group over 
L, . Thus we may assume that L --= L,(& , 5% ,..., <,). 
Let char], = q > 0 so L, =I GF(q). S’ mce G is finitely generated as a 
semigroup it is clear that G C R, for some n where 
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for some nonzero polynomial f .  Choose or , e2; ,..., Em E GF(q), the algebraic 
closure of GF(q), with f  (or , Ed ,..., e,) # 0. Then & -+ 6i defines a map of 
R into GF(q) with kernel M. Clearly M is a maximal ideal of R with R/M 
finite. Lemma 4.5 now yields the result here. 
Now let charL = 0 so L, = Q, the rationals. Again since G is finitely 
generated as a semigroup we have G C R, where 
for some nonzero polynomial f  E Z[& , J& ,..., &.I. Now there are only finitely 
many primes which divide all the coefficients off. I f  q is not one of these then 
f  -f mod 4 E G&OX, , i, ,..., Ll 
is nonzero and we can choose or , Ed ,..., or E Gp(q) withJ(Ei , ~a ,..., or) # 0. 
It then follows that 7 A + Z/q2 and &--t ci define a homomorphism of R 
onto a finite field of characteristic q. I f  M is the kernel of this map, then 
Lemma 4.5 yields the result. 
LEMMA 4.7. Let K be a JTeld of characte&ic p > 0 and let G be a jinitely 
generated linear group over a Jield L with char L f p. Then JK[G] is nilpotent. 
Proof. By the preceding proposition there exists a prime q # p such 
that G has a subgroup G(q) of finite index which is residually a finite q-group. 
It follows that JK[G(q)] == 0 and h ence Lemma 16.8 of [2] yields the result. 
The following is an immediate consequence of Lemmas 4.1 and 4.7. 
THEOREM 4.8. Let K be a Jield of characteristic p > 0 and let G be an 
L-linear group with char L + p. Then JK[G] = N*K[G]. 
Finally if char L = 0 we can do much better. 
THEOREM 4.9. Let K be a Jield of characteristic p > 0 and let G be an 
L-linear group with char L = 0. If ~7 =- G/O,(A-I-(G)) then JK[gJ is nilpotent. 
Proof. It follows from Theorems 2.2 and 4.9 and Corollary 2.4 that 
JK[e] = N*K[G] and A+(G) =: fl+(G)/O,((I+(G)). Now /l+(G) is a locally 
finite linear group in characteristic 0 and hence by Jordan’s theorem /l’-(G) 
has a normal abelian subgroup of finite index. Hence n+(G) also has such a 
subgroup d Since 0,(&-(G)) = (l), 3 is an abelian p/-group and hence 
JK[z] = 0. Thus by Lemma 16.8 of [2], JK[A+(c)] is nilpotent. Now 
JK[q = N*K[G+j :.= JK[A+(G)] * K[Cj 
by Theorem 1.6 so the theorem is proved. 
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Let us observe finally that by Theorems 20.2 and 20.3 of [2], if JK[G] is 
nilpotent then 
JK[Gj L- JK[LP(q] . K[G] 
where 0(G) is a certain finite normal subgroup of G. Moreover if H is a 
d-group then 
where W runs through all finite normal subgroups of Ii. Thus in view of 
Theorem 2.2 and the above, Theorems 4.2, 4.4 and 4.9 actually yield a 
complete description of JK[G’j in terms of the radicals of certain finite groups 
involved in G. 
v. COMMEKTS 
It is apparent that this paper asks more questions than it answers. First 
and foremost we have 
Question 5.1. Is JK[q always equal to N*K[G] i 
In view of Lemma 4.1 this question is equivalent to the corresponding one for 
finitely generated groups H where we ask whether JK[H] is always equal to 
NK[H]. We might remark that if the above has an affirmative answer then it 
will be a result specifically about group rings and not about finitely generated 
algebras in general. To see this, consider the example R = T/A of Golod 
(Theorem 27.4 of [2]). I-I ere R is a finitely generated K-algebra and JR is a 
finitely generated ideal which is not nilpotent. Thus certainly JR + NR. 
Whether or not the above is true we still have to study N*K[G] and by 
Theorem 1 A this amounts to studying locally finite groups. 
Question 5.2. If G is locally finite, what is the structure of JK[G]? 
Of course we only expect an answer here modulo a knowledge of the radicals 
for finite groups. Of particular interest is the special case of linear groups in 
characteristic 4 f p. 
Finally the key fact used in the proof of Theorem 2.5 is that if G is a 
finitely generated group then N(K[G]/NK[G]) = 0. We ask whether this is a 
result on group rings or is it possibly true for all finitely generated algebras. 
Question 5.3. Let A be a finitely generated algebra. Do we always have 
N{A/‘NA) = 0 ? 
That is, for such an algebra A, is its lower radical always equal to NA. 
We close now with an alternate proof of this result in the case of group rings. 
Recall that 0:. : K[G] --+ K[A+(G)] denotes the natural projection. 
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LEMMA 5.4. Let G be a jinitely generated group and let (Y E K[G], 01 # 0. 
Then there exists x E Supp a: and y  E G such that for all p E K[A+ (G)] ae have 
&(x-la) . p . ~“(x-lol) z &(x-la . p . y-lx-lay) 
Proof. Suppose first that we can prove this under the additional 
assumption that 1 E Supp 01. In general let w E Supp ol so that 1 E Supp w-4~. 
Since any element of Supp w-lot is of the form w-lx with x E Supp 01 and 
since 
(w-lx)-1 . (W-l&!) ? x-la 
we see that the result also holds for a. Thus it suffices to assume that 
1 E supp 01. 
Write 
with 01~ E K[A+(G)], 1 E Supp 01~ , the xi in distinct cosets of A+(G) in A(G) 
and the zi E G - A(G). Note that xi E Supp 01 and these terms do occur 
in 01 since I E Supp 01. Now A(G)/A+(G) is a torsion free abelian group and 
hence it can be ordered. If  x == max(x,) under this ordering and say x = x1 
then the expression 
x-la = c (x-‘xi) ai + c kj(x-%J 
has the same properties as 01 above with the additional fact that for all i f  1 
we have 1 r-- x-%r > x-lxi. Thus by replacing 01 by X-lol if necessary we 
may just assume that 01 is given as above and in addition 
1 = xr > xi forall i# 1. 
We will prove the result here with x = 1. 
Let W be the intersection of all the centralizers of all elements of 
A(G) n Supp 01. Then [G : W] < co and for ally E W 
Now let 
y- by = C xiai -t C kjy-‘+y. 
A,, = (y E W 1 y-%,y = z;r modulo A+(G)) 
for all appropriate Y, s. Then of course either A,, is empty or A,, is a coset of 
B, = Q+(q modulo A-i(G)) =: Nw(zJ+(G)). 
Since G is finitely generated Lemma 2.1 and Remark 2.3 imply that 
[W : B,.] = co and hence by Lemma 1.2 of [2] we have W ri/; u A,,. Thus 
we can choose y  E W - u A,, and we fix such a y. 
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Now all elements in the support of the second and third terms are in G-.4(G) 
and hence certainly not in d+(G). In addition by the choice of y  all elements 
in the support of the fourth term are outside of d+(G). Thus &(CX . p . OLY) 
comes only from the first term. 
For the first term we note that xixj < 1 in the ordering of A(G)/&(G) 
unless both i - j = 1. Thus only the summand xloll~xloll has support 
elements in k(G). Therefore this yields since xi 1 1 
and the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 5.5. Let G be a Jinitely generated group and let I be an ideal in 
K[G] witk 12 C NK[G]. I f  01~1, CL -I= 0 tken there exists x E Supp OL with 
&(x--la) E NK[Gj. 
Proof. Since I2 C NK[G] we have by Theorem 20.2 of [2] 
B+(P) C- B’ (NK[G]) = NK[LI-(G)]. 
Note that NK[A+(G)] 2: JK[&(G)] is a nil ideal in K[A+(G)]. 
Now we apply Lemma 5.4. Thus there exists x E Supp 01, y  E G with 
0+(x -‘a) . /3 . e-‘-(x-%x) = 0+(x-h . /3 . y-klay) E @(I”) = NK[h+(G)] 
for all ,B E K[A+(G)]. Then [#+(~--%)]a E NK[A+(G)] so K[A+(G)]&(x-h) is 
a nil left ideal of K[A : (G)]. Hence 
@(x-la) E JK[A+(G)] C NK[G]. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let G be a jinitely generated group. Then 
iV(K[G]/NK[G]) zz= 0. 
Proof. It suffices to show that if I is an ideal of K[G] with IS NK[G] 
and I2 C NK[f;l then I = NK[G]. Let I be such an ideal. For a ~1 iet n(a) 
denote the number of cosets of k-(G) in (d+(G) . Supp CX). We show by 
induction on n(a) that if 01~1 then a E NK[q. Pf n(a) = 0 then 
01 2 0 E NK[G]. 
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Given Q: we apply Lemma 5.5 to deduce the existence of x E Supp a: 
with 8 +(x-la) E :VK[G]. Then Oi(x--ror) E I so 
p L= x-1, - e+(x-‘a) E 1 
and since x E Supp 01 we have @I) < n(a). Thus j3 E NK[G] and hence 
,x-la E NK[GJ This yields a: E NK[Gj so I C XK[G] and the theorem is 
proved. 
We remark that the above does not hold without the finitely generated 
assumption. For example let char K = p and let G = AB be the semidirect 
product of an infinite elementary abclian p-group A by B, a cyclic group 
of order p, where B acts on A by permuting a basis in cycles of length p. 
Then A = d+(G) so K[C;l,/XK[G] N K[B] and this ring has nonzero 
nilpotent ideals. 
Xote added in proof. Some results on Question 5.2 are contained in the author’s 
paper “Radical ideals in group rings of locally finite groups” which will appear in 
Journal of Algebra. Question 5.3 has been shown by G. Bergman to have a negative 
answer. An appropriate counterexample can be found in the author’s survey article 
“Advances in group rings” which will appear in Israel Journal of Mathenzatics. This 
makes Theorem 2.5 all the more suggestive. 
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